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Abstract: In this paper, we propose and demonstrate a solution to the problem of coherence
degradation and collapse caused by the back reflection of laser power into the laser resonator.
The problem is most onerous in semiconductor lasers (SCLs), which are normally coupled to
optical fibers, and results in the fact that practically every commercial SCL has appended to it a
Faraday-effect isolator that blocks most of the reflected optical power preventing it from entering
the laser resonator. The isolator assembly is many times greater in volume and cost than the SCL
itself. This problem has resisted a practical and economic solution despite decades of effort
and remains the main obstacle to the emergence of a CMOS-compatible photonic integrated
circuit technology. A simple solution to the problem is thus of major economic and technological
importance. We propose a strategy aimed at weaning semiconductor lasers from their dependence
on external isolators. Lasers with large internal Q-factors can tolerate large reflections, limited
only by the achievable Q values, without coherence collapse. A laser design is demonstrated on
the heterogeneous Si/III-V platform that can withstand 25 dB higher reflected power compared
to commercial DFB lasers. Larger values of internal Qs, achievable by employing resonator
material of lower losses and improved optical design, should further increase the isolation margin
and thus obviate the need for isolators altogether.

© 2020 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introduction

We propose and demonstrate theoretically and experimentally a simple yet fundamental solution
to the problem of feedback sensitivity in semiconductor lasers. It is realized by employing laser
resonators with very large values of internal Q-factor. Such resonators have become possible
with the advent of the Silicon (Si) photonics platform [1,2] and employ a new laser resonator
design wherein the majority of the optical energy resides not in the active region, which is the
legacy design [3–5], but in a new low-loss Si guiding layer, which is an intrinsic part of the laser
waveguide, up to ∼ 99% in our case [6,7]. This reduces the power dissipated within the resonator
by close to two orders of magnitude.

This extreme loss reduction enables the use of output-side laser reflectivity approaching unity
without, surprisingly at first, sacrificing output power. This is due to the orders of magnitude
increase in the internal stored optical energy attendant on the high-Q resonator design which
compensates, under the right conditions, described in what follows, for the reduced output
coupling.
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These high values of output reflectivity, in turn, allow only a minute fraction, <1% in
our demonstration, of the reflected power from entering the laser resonator and degrading its
coherence. Such lasers do not require optical isolators. While the demonstration is done on
a heterogeneous Si/III-V platform, the reported findings are independent of the choice of gain
material making the findings of extreme importance to all integrated laser design.

This paper is organized as follows: following the basic laser theory background, we describe the
design details of the high-Q heterogeneous Si/III-V laser used in our demonstration. Second, we
briefly discuss the particular laser structure and fabrication techniques used in the demonstration.
Finally, we share the results from the experiments used to characterize the onset of coherence
collapse in our lasers.

2. Engineering the feedback sensitivity of semiconductor lasers

Most treatments of the effect of feedback on the laser field coherence start with the model and
analysis of Petermann [8–10]. The laser and external feedback are illustrated in Fig. 1. The laser
output mirror reflectance is denoted with r2s, while the feedback of magnitude is characterized
by a reflectance of r2ext at a distance Lext away from the facet of the laser. The effect of the
feedback on the laser oscillation can be accounted for, provided that |r2ext | � |r2s |, by replacing
the reflectance r2s by a complex reflectance given by

reff = r2s + r2ext
(
1 − |r2s |2

)
e−i2πντext . (1)

Fig. 1. The Petermann model for a laser resonator with an external, undesired reflector.

The frequency dependence of the complex reff modifies the longitudinal unperturbed resonant
frequencies of the Fabry-Perot resonator such that, above a certain level of feedback, multi-mode
oscillation becomes possible. This multimode oscillation is the death knell for the laser field
coherence. The onset of multimode oscillation occurs when the following Petermann parameter
(C) exceeds unity [8],

C =
τext
τlaser

r2ext
r2s

(
1 − |r2s |2

) √
1 + α2, (2)

where τlaser ≡ 2nlaserLlaser
c , τext ≡ 2nLext

c , and nlaser and n are the effective indices of refraction of the
laser waveguide and output fiber, respectively. α is the phase-amplitude coupling parameter of
the laser medium (the Henry parameter) [11,12]. c is the velocity of light in vacuum.
A concern of the analysis above is that while C depends on two laser parameters, α and r2s,

it also depends on τext, a parameter of the uncontrolled external reflector. For reflectors very
far away from the laser, τext can be so large that it can cause mode-hopping even for extremely
small values of r2ext before eventually causing coherence collapse for larger external reflectors.
This regime has been analyzed analytically and experimentally in [13–15] to find a closed-form
equation for the onset coherence collapse in the regime of large τext. Briefly, the insights from
[14] can be summarized to show that for reflectors far away from the laser, 2πfrτext � 1, which
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is of critical importance for fiber communication systems, the onset of coherence collapse is
no longer dependent on τext but only on the laser parameters including α, r2s, the relaxation
resonance frequency of the laser fr, and the damping frequency fd of the direct modulation
response. The laser is considered to reach the coherence collapse regime when:

fd
πf 2r

1
τlaser

��r2ext, coherence collapse��
|r2s |

(
1 − |r2s |2

) √
1 + α2>1. (3)

A consideration of Eqs. (2) and (3) points directly to two main approaches potentially capable
of satisfying the stability condition C<1. The first is to choose a semiconductor gain medium
such that α, which is a material property, is as small as possible. One such medium is that
based on quantum dots (QDs), in which limited improvements in lasers based on QDs have
been reported [16–19]. In addition, QDs still remain difficult to grow for certain materials and
wavelengths. For lasers systems where QDs are not viable, quantum wells (QWs) often remain
as the only option. For QWs, the typical values of α in commercial lasers are in the range of 4-5,
such that the expected improvement is not sufficient to obviate the need for external isolators.
The second approach to satisfy the stability condition C<1 is, according to Eq. (2), to allow
|r2s |2 to approach unity. This is a simple optical solution and is limited only by the ability to
achieve high values of reflectivity (|r2s |2 → 1). A natural concern of this strategy would be that
although we satisfy C<1, in this manner the power output, given by,

Pout = Pcirculating

(
1 − |r2s |2

)
, (4)

where Pcirculating is the internal power incident on the output reflector, will tend to zero. This
issue will be addressed next, where it will be shown that for well-designed resonators, the internal
circulating power (photon density) can be designed to increase to allow |r2s |2 to approach unity,
thus compensating for the reduced transmissivity. Following this strategy, we can, in principle,
ensure that a majority of the power emitted by the inverted gain medium becomes available as
useful optical output from the laser. The problem becomes essentially that of power output and
optimum coupling in laser oscillators [20] and will be considered next.

The total power emitted by stimulated emission in an SCL above the threshold current is [21]

Pstimulated emission = η
I − Ith

q
hν, (5)

where η is the injection quantum efficiency, I is the injection current, Ith is the threshold current,
q is the electron charge, h is the Planck’s constant, and ν is the optical frequency of radiation,
approximately 193 THz for the case of 1550 nm lasers. Equation (5) follows from the basic laser
theory and is a simple statement of the fact that due to gain clamping, above the current threshold
each electron injected into the active region results in one photon emitted into the laser mode. It
is convenient to use in the analysis which follows the conventional definition of the resonator
Q-factors,

Qint = 2πν
Energy stored in resonator
Power lost within resonator

, (6)

Qext = 2πν
Energy stored in resonator
Power exiting as output

=
2πντlaser
1 − |r2s |2

. (7)

The useful power output of the laser is thus related to the total stimulated emission (Eq. (5)) by
the ratio of the external losses (Q−1ext) to the total losses (Q−1int + Q−1ext),

Pout = η
I − Ith

q
hν

Q−1ext
Q−1ext + Q−1int

= η
I − Ith

q
hν

1
1 + Qext

Qint

= η
I − Ith

q
hν

1
1 + 2πντlaser

Qint(1−|r2s |2)

. (8)

Equation (2) tells us what values of output reflectivity |r2s |2 are needed in a given scenario
to satisfy the stability condition C<1 and thus achieve feedback insensitivity, while Eq. (8)
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determines the emitted useful power for a given |r2s |2. We have neglected the small dependence
of Ith on Qint near Qint ≈ Qext. This has been checked in numerical simulations [22].
Equation (8) also shows that increasing the reflectivity of the output mirror can be used to

increase the optical isolation without sacrificing the output power so long as Qext � Qint. If we

Fig. 2. (a) The depiction of the cross-section of the high-Q heterogeneous Si/III-V laser
structure showing the location of the optical mode, III-V mesa, and electrical contacts used
to pump the laser. (b) The detailed cross-section of the laser structure showing the intensity
of the optical mode for the case of the 50 nm (left) and the 90 nm spacer (right) with
ΓIII-V = 10% and ΓIII-V = 3%, respectively. (c) The cartoon of the Si resonator structure
showing the defect section and the mirror sections. The inset shows two unit cells of the
grating and labels the relevant dimensions of the 1D photonic crystal used to engineer the
photonic bandgap in the laser cavity. (d) The effective increase in the intrinsic Q-factor of
the laser and its optical isolation as the thickness of the SiO2 spacer layer is increased. The
shaded area shows the region where the Q-factor of the resonator is limited by that of the
low-loss material for the case of our Si resonator where the Qint is estimated to be on the
order of 1 × 106. If the Q-factor of the low loss material is increased to 1 × 107, an effective
optical isolation of more than 50 dB is achievable.
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are willing to settle for a compromise between maximum optical isolation and good optical power
efficiency, let that be 50% power efficiency, i.e., Pout/Pstimulated emission ≥ 0.5, we can derive the
following inequality from Eqs. (5) and (8),

Qint ≥
2πντlaser(
1 − |r2s |2

) . (9)

This shows that to maintain constant output power, Qint determined by the internal losses
(absorption and scattering mostly) must increase as to allow |r2s |2 to approach unity. If these
two laser parameters, Qint and r2s, increase in concert, we can then simultaneously reduce the
feedback sensitivity of the laser without sacrificing the output power of the laser.
Figure 2(d) graphically illustrates the consequences of the Q-factor of the laser (Qint) on the

effective isolation of the laser. For a laser with Qint = 1×106, as is the case on our platform
discussed below, a laser can theoretically achieve an effective optical isolation equivalent to 35
dB of isolation compared to an all III-V semiconductor laser which typically has Qint limited to
values of ≈ 1×104 due to material absorption in the doped p- and n-regions. This 35 dB yields
the equivalent isolation of a single-stage isolator. In many applications where a single isolator is
necessary, such a laser is expected to be able to operate without any isolator obviating the need
for the magneto-optic material in the photonic platform. Accordingly, every increase by a factor
of 2 in the Q-factor of the resonator results in an increase of 6 dB in the effective isolation of
the laser emphasizing the potential for this technique to continue to improve the performance of
semiconductor lasers, as the losses in semiconductors continue to decrease. Should the intrinsic
Q-factor of the resonator be increased to 1×107 [23], the laser could achieve an effective isolation
upward of 50 dB compared to that of a conventional III-V semiconductor laser.

3. High-Q heterogeneous Si/III-V lasers demonstration

To achieve high Qint values, which is the prerequisite to feedback insensitivity, we adopt a
resonator design wherein the great majority of the optical energy, up to ∼ 99% in our case, resides
in the low-loss Si guiding layer (effective index neff ≈ 3.3) rather than in the highly-doped, and
thus high-loss III-V layers (neff ≈ 3.1). In these lasers, the total internal Q-factor is given by the
combination of the losses in each of the two materials, the low-loss Si, and the high-loss but
gain-providing III-V material [6]. This can be summarized by the following equation,

1
Qint
=

1 − ΓIII-V
QSi

+
ΓIII-V
QIII-V

, (10)

where QSi is an effective Q-factor accounting for the intrinsic and scattering losses in the low-loss
Si material, QIII-V is an equivalent Q-factor accounting for the average loss in the high-loss
gain-providing III-V material (often limited by the free-carrier absorption in the material), and
ΓIII-V is the optical confinement factor in the high-loss III-V material.
An illustration of the structure, using Si as the low-loss material and InGaAsP quantum wells

as the gain-providing material, is shown in Figs. 2(a) and (b). In the limit that ΓIII-V remains
small (ΓIII-V � 1) and as long as the losses in the Si are lower than the losses in the III-V
(Q−1Si � ΓIII-VQ−1III-V), a condition satisfied over orders of magnitude of ΓIII-V, Eq. (10) can be
approximated to [6],

Qint =
QIII-V
ΓIII-V(tox)

. (11)

The equation above introduces an important parameter ΓIII-V that controls the Q-factor of the
resonator, and thus the feedback insensitivity. In our case, the degree of ΓIII-V can be controlled
by choosing the thickness (tox) of the silicon dioxide (SiO2) ‘spacer’ layer, as shown in Figs. 2(a)
and (b). The thicker the thickness of the spacer layer, the smaller the fraction of the energy
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which is stored in the lossy III-V layers, thus leading to higher Qint [6,7,24]. Hence, the intrinsic
loss, dominated by free-carrier absorption in III-V layers, is largely reduced. This dramatic
increase of Qint allows |r2s |2 to approach unity as discussed above, making the lasers more
insensitive to optical feedback. The SiO2 spacer layer was first introduced in [6,7] as a means to
dramatically decrease spontaneous emission into the lasing mode for a monolithically integrated
semiconductor laser. Here, we highlight the dual role that this layer takes in controlling the
sensitivity to optical feedback of the laser by the virtue that it increases its cold cavity Q-factor.
The relatively thick SiO2 between the Si and III-V acts as a lever controlling the lasing mode’s
intrinsic losses and thus the sensitivity of the laser to optical feedback.
With this insight, we design lasers with the SiO2 spacer layer thickness 50 nm and 90 nm,

corresponding to ΓIII-V = 10% and 3%, respectively (Fig. 2(b)). We estimate Qint ≈ 1 × 105 for
the 50 nm and Qint ≈ 3 × 105 for the 90 nm spacer laser, respectively. The strategy continues to
increase the intrinsic Q-factor of the laser until the losses from the III-V (QIII-V/ΓIII-V) become
comparable to the intrinsic losses in the Si resonator (QSi), in our case, limited to QSi ≈ 1 × 106.
If one attempts to further reduce the confinement factor in the III-V, and correspondingly in
the gain-providing QWs, this results in an increase in the threshold carrier density required to
achieve threshold because the losses in the cavity become limited by the losses in the Si. For
our structure, we estimate the limit QSi ≈ QIII-V/ΓIII-V to occur when the spacer thickness is
approximately 150 nm [6]. Our finite element simulations in Comsol Multiphysics estimate that
for lasers with the 150 nm spacer, ΓIII-V = 1% and ΓSi = 99%. The expected effective isolation
for each of the quoted SiO2 thicknesses is summarized in Fig. 2(d). The 50 nm and 90 nm spacer
lasers are expected to yield more than 20 dB and 27 dB of optical isolation compared to an all
III-V semiconductor laser. If the fabrication losses and absorption losses in the Si material could
be decreased, one may then continue to increase the thickness of the oxide layer beyond the stated
150 nm to achieve even larger resonator Q, and even larger feedback insensitivity.

The high-Q resonator is formed in a Si waveguide patterned with a 1D grating as shown in
Fig. 2(c), and the fabrication procedure is outlined in [6,7,24]. The rib waveguide has a width of
2.5 µm and an etch depth of 60 nm in the Si device layer chosen to minimize sidewall scattering
losses. The grating is designed with a constant period (Λ = 240 nm) and width in the transverse
direction (Wz = 120 nm) which determine the resonant wavelength. The width of the grating
varies over a length of 120 µm from a width of Wx = 300 nm to a maximum value of Wx = 515
nm at the center of the grating. A 240 µm defect regime is surrounded by two mirror regions on
either side, 300 µm and 400 µm long for the 50 nm and 90 nm spacer laser respectively, that
provide the necessary reflections for the resonator. The dimensions of the grating in the mirror
sections are Wz = 120 nm and Wx = 300 nm. The mirror length of the 90 nm spacer laser is
chosen to be larger than that of the 50 nm spacer laser to increase the loaded Q-factor of the 90
nm spacer laser proportionally to the expected increase in the intrinsic Q-factor.

4. Measurement of the feedback sensitivity of the lasers

To estimate the sensitivity of the fabricated lasers to optical feedback, we quantify the reflectivity
of an external reflector (Rext) at which the transition into the coherence collapse regime occurs.
Coherence collapse will manifest itself as (1) a dramatic increase in the linewidth of the laser
[25–27] and (2) a near total disappearance of the fringe visibility (β) of the interference in the
output signal. In our experiments, we use a Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) with a free
spectral range (FSR) of 533 MHz and define the transition to the coherence collapse regime as
the point where the fringe visibility is reduced to 70% of its maximum value of 1. The fringe
visibility is quantified as the ratio between the amplitude of the interference term and the DC
term as measured on a photodetector as the path length mismatch of the interferometer is changed
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by a few wavelengths
β =

Vmax − Vmin
Vmax + Vmin

, (12)

where Vmax and Vmin are the maximum and minimum voltage measured on a photodetector
collecting light from the interferometer as shown in Fig. 3. The output of the laser is divided into
two separate paths, a feedback path in polarization-maintaining fiber, and a characterization path
in single-mode fiber. In the feedback path, a booster optical amplifier (Thorlabs BOA1004P),
followed by a variable attenuator is used to control the output power fraction fed back into the
laser. Calibrated power taps are used to estimate the laser output and reflected power in the lensed
fiber, and the external reflectivity is estimated as Rext = η

2
f Preflected/Pout, where ηf is the coupling

efficiency into single-mode fiber. The amplifier is used to overcome the finite coupling efficiency
of light into single-mode fiber (typically in the range of 20 − 40% for our system) as well as the
finite insertion loss in the couplers and attenuator used (measured to be 1 − 2 dB per component)
enabling the measurement of the fringe visibility near reflectivities approaching 100%. As
the reflectivity is increased, the onset of coherence collapse is determined by measuring the
fringe visibility of the voltage measured on the photodetector (VPD) as the phase condition of the
interferometer ( 2πλ/n∆L) is changed

VPD (∆L) = V0

(
1 + β sin

(
2π
λ/n

L +
2π
λ/n
∆L

))
, (13)

where L is the nominal path length mismatch of the interferometer, n is the refractive index of
fiber, λ is the wavelength of the laser, and ∆L is the change in the path length of the MZI as the
piezo-electric motor changes the path length of the interferometer by a few wavelengths at an
actuation frequency of 1 kHz. The fringe visibility is related to the FSR of the MZI and the
linewidth of the laser (∆ν) by [21]

β = e−∆ν/FSR. (14)

The fringe visibility of the interferometer will drop rapidly once the linewidth of the laser
under the external feedback becomes comparable or larger to the FSR of the interferometer. In
all measurements, the fringe visibility is measured 10 times for a given value of the external
reflector.

Fig. 3. The experimental setup used to measure the onset of coherence collapse. The
fringe visibility of the MZI is characterized as the magnitude of the reflection is increased.
The magnitude of the reflection is controlled by a variable attenuator and a booster optical
amplifier placed inline in polarization-maintaining fiber to ensure that the reflection is in the
same polarization as the lasing mode. The amplifier is used to enable Rext to approach unity
while accounting for the losses in coupling to fiber and in various passive components.

Figure 4(a) shows the output power as a function of current for the 50 nm and 90 nm spacer
heterogeneous Si/III-V lasers. Also included is a comparison to a commercial all III-V DFB
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laser representative of lasers employed in communication systems (a fiber pigtailed Mistubishi
ML9XX InGaAsP DFB with a linewidth of approximately 1 MHz). The optical path length of
the reflector was 10 m in fiber. Figure 4(b) shows an example of the progression of the fringe
visibility as the reflection is increased for the 90 nm spacer laser. The fringes remain visible for
the laser even at the external reflectivity of 0.3 dB in contrast to the case of the 50 nm spacer laser
where they become invisible at an external reflectivity of -7.1 dB. Figure 4(c) shows the fringe
visibility as a function of the external reflectivity for all the lasers operating at a bias current of
2× threshold.The 50 nm spacer laser maintains its high coherence properties up to an external
reflectivity of −20 dB while the 90 nm spacer laser maintains a fringe visibility near unity up to a
reflectivity of −15 dB. The 90 nm spacer laser, due to employing mirrors with higher reflectivity,
is less sensitive to optical feedback than the 50 nm spacer laser. For comparison, the commercial
all III-V DFB laser exhibits signs of instability near −50 dB and reaches coherence collapse
(where the fringe visibility begins to oscillate) at a reflectivity of −40 dB. Thus, the high-Q
Si/III-V lasers have an equivalent isolation of 20 dB for the case of the 50 nm spacer and 25 dB
for the case with the 90 nm spacer relative to conventional all III-V DFB lasers. A slight increase
in the value of Qint, now in the works, should obviate the need for optical isolators altogether.
The work in [28] expands on these experiments to demonstrate the same technology used in
an optical communication setting where the high-Q spacer laser is able to operate with the low
optical signal to noise penalty under the presence of external feedback.

Fig. 4. (a) The light-current characteristics of the high-Q heterogeneous Si/III-V lasers with
the 50 nm and 90 nm spacer that were tested for their feedback sensitivity. (b) The raw data
obtained from the fringe visibility experiment of the lasers. (c) The fringe visibility as a
function of the external reflectivity for the two lasers compared to the commercial all III-V
DFB laser. The measurements shown in (b) and (c) are taken at bias currents of 200 mA for
the 50 nm and 160 mA for the 90 nm spacer laser.
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For completeness, Fig. 5 shows measurements of the optical spectrum of the lasers as measured
from an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) under the presence of optical feedback. Since the
linewidth of the laser is consistently less than the resolution of the OSA, the traces with, and
without optical feedback are nearly identical. However, this measurement confirms that no
competing optical side-bands are present in the spectrum ensuring the compatibility of this
strategy with optical frequency multiplexing.

Fig. 5. The optical spectrum of the high-Q heterogeneous Si/III-V laser with (a) the 50 nm
and (b) the 90 nm spacer as measured with an optical spectrum analyzer under various levels
of optical feedback.

5. Conclusions

We demonstrated that heterogeneous Si/III-V lasers with intrinsic, i.e. not external, very high-Q
resonators are immune to coherence collapse in the presence of as high as −15 dB external
reflections. This represents an effective isolation of up to 25 dB compared to typical commercial
all III-V DFB lasers. By taking advantage of the low intrinsic losses in Si, the external Q-factor
is increased by utilizing higher reflectivity mirrors thereby diminishing the effect of optical
feedback on the circulating field. The employment of materials with lower losses than Si in
the future would lead to even larger feedback insensitivity. These lasers would have isolation
characteristics comparable to the current state of the art III-V lasers with greater than 35 dB
isolators with only modest increases in the resonator intrinsic-Q paving the way for isolator-free
integrated photonics.
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